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Union rallies around Pres•

Slam Dunking

Chris Kazor
News Editor

·pboto by BnoxiiO Soaolla

A participant slam-dunks the basketball in the 3-on-3
toumament which was held in the intramural gym on
Dec. 7. There were 34 teams who competed in this
contest. which also consisted of a basic slam dunk
contest. 3-point shoot out and foul shooting. It was
Committee.
sponsored by the Fund

SU concludes semester
with award, legislation
week and one to guarantee the
presence of organizational repreThe final Student Union meet· sentation for the entirety oftheSU
ing of the fall semester, Tuesday meetings. The senate passed both
Dec. 10, included presentation of bills.
According to McGuinness, the
an award to the senior class for its
Safe Rides program. Also, legis- representatives of chartered orlation concerning Welcome Back ganizations should be required to
week, attendance at SU meetings, remain for the duration of the SU
and bill introduction was proposed. meetings instead of leaving after
Tony DiMaria, president of the their business is completed. By
senior class was awarded a cer- the time this proposal was made,
tificate by Joseph Cimperman, SU however, many of the representapresident, on the behlaf of the in- tives had already left
The third bill was proposed by
ternational groupS tudents Against
Drunk Driving (SADD). SAOD Corey Schaal, secretary of the
wished to acknowledge the work senior class, and called for bills
Safe Rides was performing on the being intridoced by students to be
John Carroll campus.
co-sponsored by a senator. After
Also at the SU meeting, discussion and debate, in which
Maureen McGuiness, chairperson students claimed that this would
of the Special Events Committee, be taking rights away from the
proposed two bills; one to approve student body, the senate failed to
the budget for Welcome Back pass this bill.

Tara Schmidtke
News Editor

In a rare move, Student Union
President Joe Cimpcrman was
asked to resign his office in a
written request at the SU meeting
on Dec. 10.
The request was written by a
group of students led by senior
Thomas Fraser, who read therequest in front of those attending
the meeting.
In the letter Fraser, and the
other signees, illustrated several
points of dissatisfaction which
they have. and feel many students
have, with the Student Union.
Some of these points were the
"lack of leadership and thoroughness in the Joe Piscopo financial
cnsis," "abandonment of commuter students," "the bureaucratic
enigma," and a "blatant refusal to
address the student body coherently and honestly."
This announcement was
greeted by a strong show of support for Cimperman by members
Of the SU. Several !CI\8ICn expressed the feeling that the SU
may have made mistakes, but that
Cimperman could not be held personally accountable for them.
Sophomore senator Luke
Adams said, "It's wrong to put all

blame on Joe. There is a lot more
support for Joe than negativ1ty."
Fundraising committee chairman Mike Naypauer agreed with
this assessment saying, "Asking
Joe to resign is not the solution to
the mistakes."
Fraser emphas1zed that this
request was not a lone movement
by himself and the seven others
who signed the request. He said
the input of students was taken
into account beforehand. According to Fraser, a sense of alienation
from the SU was growing among
many students.
"A lot of pcopledidn 'tsign this
letter," he said, "but a lot of people
supported it."
As the debate over the request
continued, Fraser was asked his
response to the reacuons he had
heard.
Fraser said he was pleased at
the talk of increasing the lines of
communication, and that the intent had been to increase the Student Union'sawarcncssofthc need
for reform. He added ~ "Admittedly this is a stunt."
Later, Fraser explained the
meaning of this comment, saying
that Cimperman's resignation
would have been accepted if it had
been offered. That was a primary

VP's offer breakdown of
new graduation fee
Tara Schmidtke
News Editor

' The senior class officers obtained a breakdown of the JO·
creased graduation fee after receiving complaints by many
members of the senior class.
"The fee for graduation was
investigated due to the concerned
requests of many members of the
senior class," said Tony DiMaria,
presidentoftheseniorclass. This
year the graduation fee chmbed
from $50 to $100. Prior to last
year, the fee had remained at $35
for twenty years.
Corey Schaal, secretary of the
senior class, met with W.O.
Bookwalter, assistant to the president, and Edward Schaefer, vice
president for business, to obtain a
specific breakdown.
According to Schaal, the vice
presidents have anticipated an
$80,000 budget for this year's
graduation, which includes the
programs, senior party, parents
reception, fees, speaker, set-up,
brunch, caps and gowns, licenses,

physical improvements and safety
measures in the event of bad
weather. They have received
S94,000 in graduation fees.
According to Bookwalter and
Schaefer, the$14,000surplus will
be used for "off-budget" costs.
"JCU can't know the exact
amount of extra fees until weeks
or months after the actual graduation so they don't provide a specific budget for it." said Schaal.
According to Bookwalter, the
administration raised the fee so
that graduation expenses could
become self-sufficient. They believed this would prevent removing money from student's tuition,
which had been done in the past.
Since the graduation fee had remained unchanged for so many
years, that seemed the logical place
to obtain the needed money.
"No one had ever raised it before and so it came to a point of
crisis that they only brought in one
half that they spent." said Schaal.
"So they had to counteJ for inflation and raise the fee."

objective, yet he added that they
entered this request under the assumption that the resignation
would not be given.
"We want reform," Fraser said,
"and hopefully this will provide a
kick for that We thought this was
the most spectacular way to get
the message across."
Fraser regretted the way the
request was presented, feeling that
it had gone less than smoothly.
"It wasn't pretty," he admitted,
"but I didn't want to wait until
next semester when the problems
of ftrst semester had faded."
Cimperman stressed that all
opinions arc welcomed by the SU.
"In the spirit of democratic
principles," he said, "I think it is
goodforastudenttofeel the ability
to come to a meeting and say
what's on their mind."
Cimperman said that Fraser's
comments would be taken very
seriously. He said that he, along
with the appropriate committee
chairmen, wouldcons1dcrFraser's
points over break so lhat these
considerations could be integrated
with those plans already in motion
for next semester.
Cimperman believed that
Fraser's actions were a very
healthy sign.
"The most important thing to
comeoutofall this is Mr. Fraser's
courage to come forth and speak
his mind," Cimpcrma.'l srud. "He
is making a positive attempt to
make the Union stronger than it
is."
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letters to the edito

Organizations help
achieve balance

Let's Not Forget Those
Less Fortunate Than Ourselves
L.l. ......

~.~.o,

Let's all take a deep
breath. Ahhhh.
It's been a long semester. A lot has been accomplished. Much has been
said.
Yes, it has really been a long semester. Luckily for us, it is almost over.
We are quickly approaching a much deserved break from the pressures of
John Carroll University.
Christmas break will be a great time to get away from campus. Hopefully
everyone will have the opponunity to kick back, relax and reflect on the
many events of the fall semester. In retrospect, perhaps we can all gain a
better grasp on the many things that have touched our lives. At a distance,
we can look back at everything, without the stress of finals or the intense
emotions that run high at the end of the semester. From this distance, we
can do our best to remember what our purpose here at John Carroll is.
We are here to learn-- about relationships, life, love, the real world, and,
oh yeah, academics. The truth is that most of what we learn here happens
outside of the classroom. It would be encouraging to think that we can all
say that we learned a great deal this semester-- both inside and outside of
the class setting. And, we must also remember as we reflect, that some of
our best lessons are learned through our mistakes.
Yes, a lot has happened this semester. So, let's all enjoy a well deserved
vacation, and take the time to put things in perspective and reflect on all that
we have learned.
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To the Eclitor:
The editorial cartoon in last week's
newspaper continued a trend in which white
males demean or attack efforts by women
and minorities to gain dignity and support
on this campus. The various cartoons and
editorials appear to share a common assumption: that if people would merely
interact withinexistingsystems, there would
be no problem with issues of race and
gender. The assumption is an erroneous
one.
The fact is American society favors white
males. Studies released this last year
demonstrated that white males still receive
preferential treatment in jobs: in pay, hiring, and promotion. Even in academia,
stuclies have revealed that most teachers
ca!l on more males than females, affording
males additional practice in the valuable
skill of expressing and defending their
viewpoints.
Aside from studies, consider that as a
white male atJCU no one will demean your
academic pursuits or intelligence by asserting that you are here merely to find a
spouse; as a white male you do not have to
fear being harassed by room mates,
floonnates or security guards because of
yom race; as a white male. you do not have
to fear rape.
The bias toward white males is not
necessarily intentional, but it is there. And
when people band together into a Women's
Issue Club or a Black Student Union they
do so, not to attack or demean white males,
but to discuss and confront problems that
are not experienced by white males. I
challenge those of you who are upset by the
efforts of non-white males to address issues
that concern them to examine your motives.
I truly believe it is a fearful and loathsome
response that ridicules theattemptsofothers
to address concerns in a positive way. If
those who criticize can learn to empathize,
then perhaps, one day, there will be no need
for separate organizations.
Dr. Linda Seward
Communications Dept

CN should focus
on SU positives
To the Eclitor:
Are you planning on changing the name
of the paper to the Carroll Enquirer ? Do
you really have so little to print that you
would include an article like, "Donns sink
into filth without basic respect for others."
Weare all aware ofour surroundings, we do
not need such a disgusting display of what
you consider journalism to remind ussave it for the Star. Alii got from this article
is that the Carroll News has sunk into filth
without basic respect for it's readers.
This brings me to my next point, must
you beat a dead horse such as the Piscopo
concert? The CN continues to give space to

such an old issue, but only a few sentences
to the huge success of Lhe Student Union
sponsored Christmas fonnal. This year's
formal included lower bid prices and more
of them than in previous years and managed
to come in under budget. Perhaps you should
try to hide such positives and the Union
better next time. Did it ever occur to you
that without the Union funds, the CN
wouldn't exist.
Perhaps PJ. should read the well researched articles on pages six and seven of
last week's issue, written by journalism
students, to see exactly what issues the
Women's Issues Club is dealing wil.h.
Possibly some of the staff should take this
C0225 class, then you would learn that
with a liule research you could have a
quality article. Lets talk about the editorial
cartoon concerning the travel schedule of
Rev. Michael J. Lavelle, S.J. If someone
took the time to sit and interview him they
would ftnd out he travels to raise money for
the school, since tuition only covers 75
percent of each student's expenses. Maybe
you should thank him rather than criticize.
Lastly I would like ItO personally congratulate all of the students who were named
to AII-OAC teams and especially to those
awarded Academic Ali-OAC, since a listing does not constitute a well deserved
article. With a little creativity these could
have been great proftles. I feel a student
wbo manages to maintain a 3.8 GPA in
Biology while playing a spon along with
other activities deserves an article more
than another whiny article more than another
whiny article about Piscopo. Let's write a
paper we can be proud to call the Carroll
News.
Deanne Hanley
Class of 1992

Editor's Note:
Due to space constraints this week, we were
unable to run leuers to the editor on the Forum
page as usual. We were al!;o unable to print all
of the leuers we received.ln our next issue, after
break, we will try our be:;t to print all of the
leuers that we omitted from this issue, as well as
any leucrs that we receive prior to our next
deadline.. As always, weencouragemembersof
the community to keep us informed by writing
letters to the editor or by submitting Forum
articles.

hits and
Hit.: Thanks to the efforts of Kelly Crowe,
in conjunction wil.h the Student Issues
Commitce of the Student Union, the new
section of the cafeteria will be open for
studying during final exams. It will be open
starting Sunday, from 8:30p.m. until 3:30
a.m.
This came as a result of a request made
at last week's SU meeting for extended
library hours during finals week. Extended
library hours were not approved by the
administration, but perhaps all things considered, the cafeteria is the best place to
study ofall, especially since Marriot will be
providing coffee to keep us going.
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Holiday lights display social status, tackiness
Cindy Ford
Forum Writer

It was the night after Thanksgiving when I, full in the
stomach and happy in the heart that I wasn't eating at
Marriott, set out on my annual drive to find the worst case
of Christmas decorations gone out of control.
The day after Thanksgiving brings people out in droves
tossing Christmas lights and plastic Santas all over their
yards. Christmas was still 27 days away, yet people didn't
want 10 miss one single night of their house shining like a
beacon of bad taste.
This year, however, I discovered a new phenomenon.
As I cruised the stteets, I realized that social classes can be
determined by Christmas decorations.
The strange thing I found about this theory was that
contrary 10 the known fact that the rich have more of
everything, where Christmas decorations wcreconcemed,
the more decorations piled in the yard, the lower the social
class.
I first drove around the rich neighborhoods, home of old
money and plenty of it. White candles in the windows and
maybe a wreath on the door were the only noticeable
Christmas decorations. This typified the attitude that "we
arc rich and we know it and we do not have to flaunt it."
Next I drove past the new money houses, doctors and
lawyers and people who just became rich and are enjoying
it. White candles in the windows again, but what really
distinguished these new rich people was their inexperience in choice of wreath size.
Ten foot tall monster wreaths, smack in the middle of
the front side of the house, adorned many of the houses
screaming, "Look at me, I am RICH!"
Many of them were openly competing with their next
door neighbors. I saw one family out in front of their house

mounting their colossal wreath, laughing and pointing at
their neighbor's wreath that was a few feet smaller.
Next comes the middle class, and they are harder 10
determine. Some stick with the white lights and wreaths,
but place their brightly lit Christmas 1rec in the window.
Some put colored bulbs in their window candles--a big
no-no-- and wrap white lights around bushes and trees.
This isn't bad if kept in moderation. Outlinmg the whole

too fast.
I saw many houses decorated in the manner of that last
description, and I thought that my list of class diStinctions
was complete. Then J saw something out of the comer of
my eye. I made a 45 degree tum in my car going 50 mph,
squealed to a stop, and squinted into the light emanating
from the house that won the Tacky Award of Christmas
1991.

The house itself was outlined m colored lights, right
down to the wmdow and door frames, and the family had
mounted two spotlights in the yard to shine onto the house.
On the roof was a huge Santa and sleigh and another Santa
(his twin?) looking down the chimney. In the yard was a
house in white lights is not acceptable and will plunge you life-sized manger scene, but closer to the street was the
into the lower classes.
thmg that made my jaw drop off and land in my lap.
Now we come 10 the lower classes, which are divided
A 10 foot, three layerbirthdaycake, with orange electric
into three categories. In order of least tacky to most tacky: cand lcs all around it, stood proudly before me. On the cake,
colored lights overkill, plastic Santas or manger scenes in big block letters, was "HAPPY BIRTHDAY JESUS!!"
which light up, and finally, the combination Jesus/manger On topofthecake was the baby Jesus himself, and on a pole
scene/with Santa and Rudolph/and colored lights galore. rcachingabouteightfcct in thcairwastheNonhStar. I could
Colored-light overkill occurs when people feel they just imag1ne these people givmg out directions 10 their
must outline their entire house, trees, shrubs, pets, etc., house. "Yeah, tum right and when you sec the b1rlhday
with colored lights. This is extremely distasteful and rather cake for Jesus, tum tn the driveway."
painful to look at It is made considerably worse, of course,
I was so much in awe that! couldn't even determmea
if the lights blink and/or twinkle.
class low enough for 1h1s mastcrp1ece. After about 10
Just below that is the plastic glowing Santa category. minutes of staring I drove away, mystified, wondering
This category ranges from one little glowing Santa on the what compelled those people to build the 10 foot cake in
porch to the life-sized Santa in a life-sized sleigh with life- their front yard.
Since then I've stopped wondering. But to the many
sized reindeer.
At the bottom of the lower class come the people who SOC1olog1sts who claim that the ability 10 determine social
just don't know when to say when. They have the glowing rank IS disintegrating, I say that Christmas lights tell all if
manger scene in the front yard, the glowing life-sized Santa you know what to look for. Try 1t in your own neighborin his sleigh on the roof, and their entire house, including hood, and remember, there's more to those Chnstmas
the chimney, outlined with colored lights that twinkle way lights than what meets the eye.

On the cake, in big block lette
was HAPPY BIRTHDAY JESU

Christmas means more than thin s bou ht in stores
Tom O'linn
Forum Writer

This time of year is once again
here, this time for good food and
good fun and much cheer. All over
the land, people arc preparing.
Trees being trimmed, friends
coming gift-bearing. Cookies are
baking, lights being strung, decorations put up and mistletoe hung.
Presents yet to be bought occupy our minds, and with finals
week coming, most of us find we
have so much 10 do and so little
time. "What did I forget?" we say
to ourselves. (If you think you're
busy,justaskSanta'selvcs.)"Now
that my papers arc finally done,
I' II buy Christmas cards and start
to write some."
This time of the year is always
a rush, and at times, some are
tempted to say, "Why all the fuss?"
But the joys of the season permeate the air, and for a brief time,
we abandon all care. There's no
work today, we say to ourselves,
as we run around town in our
bows and our bells. Off to buy
gifts, we hit all the sales. There arc
presents to wrap and carols 10 sing.
There'sjustso much to do for this
whole Christmas thing. We've
cookies to bake and visits to make
and friends who insist on just
dropping in. Sometimes it seems
that we just don't have ume 10 fit
all of this Christmas stuff in.
But why do we try, what is the

reason? There are a lot of good gans and chill. The reason for the
reasons for the season. The giving season must be more than this, but
of fruitcakes and singing of car- what more can there be, besides
ols, the stringing of tinsel, the presents and gifts?
Each year when we set out the
ringing and clanging and clinging
of bells. These are the things same decorations, maybe there's
which all seem to remember; these something that gets lost in the
times that we cherish make us occasion. Christmas has come
look forward to each December. It more than a thousand times now,
serves as much more than an ex- and it could just be, that somecuse, you sec, to get three weeks whereand somehow, in the change
of the times, some aspects of
off school and go kill a tree.
The family all gathers together Christmas went where we can no
to celebrate the feast, to gorge on longer find.
Maybe this year, when unthe turkey and yams and roast
beast. We all sit at the table and eat
all that food, then lounge around
the tree (after loosening our pants)
and talk with the cousins and
uncles and aunts. Stories arc
shared, and memories made.
There arc those which w1ll last
throughout the whole year. "I wish
we had more," some people implore. They say: "If Christmas is
here to spread joy and cheer, how
come we have it only one day?"
They think we should have it a
few times each year.
One day this all got me to start
wondering. Just why do we spend
so much time on this holiday thing?
The malls have been decorated for
half the year now. The wmdow
d1splays are all reindeer and snow.
And why the songs arc the same
each year I don't know. This time
of the year is always a thrill, and
f~f79
it's not just the snow and tobog-

packing the attic, we might look a
bit harder to sec JUSt why we have
all these ornaments and lights and
stockings and the tree.
When Christmas got started,
many years ago, the world was a
bu different, as you probably
know. Theydidn'thavcpackages,
ribbons and bows. They didn't
usc tinsel or any fake snow. The
mangers were not made out of
plastic or ceramic, the sheep had
real wool and the wise men wore
tunics.
This year, th1s Christmas, as

1

you gather with your family,laJce
a moment 10 think about more
than yourpasl year and good tunes
and good cheer.
Take a second to ponder that
gold Christmas star, and why it
sus atop the tree every year.
Chnstmas to each one 1s a umc 10
adore, for each has h1s own
memories and traditions galore.
I myself have the biggest tree
on the floor, but as it was said by
a wise one before, maybe Christmas, perhaps, means a little bit
more.

FRIDAY

4:00 '1'0 9:00PM
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Jesuit shares inspiration, Israeli curfe-w
stifles Intifada
faith from El Salvador
Thomas Peppard
Wortd View Edttor

-

To live dajly with state terror
and "retain your humanity and
continue to forgive in spite of the
brutality,'' is truly incredible, and
it is an inspiration.
The Rev. J. Dean Brackley,
SJ., a professor at Jose Simc6n
Canas University of Central
America in El Salvador, explained
thatinspirationand why he returns
to the war-tom country.
BrackJey spoke at the John
Carroll University alumni breakfast on Nov. 24. Born in Troy,
New York, the former theology
professor at Fordham University
went to El Salvador to replace one
of the six Jesuit priests slain there
two years ago.
In his talk, Brackley explained
the consequences of September's
trial in which Salvadoran Col.
Guillermo Benavides was found
guilty of murdering the six Jesuits, their housekeeper, and her
daughter.

"It docs represent a break from
the impunity of the armed forces
from state terror," he said. In addition, Brackley commented that
this incident was the exception
because it "forced the process to
yield the conviction of Col.
Benavides."
Benavides was the first Salvadoran military officer to be convicted in the country.
However, Brackley said, the
people who "pulled the trigger
and were present went free. The
intelleclUal authors of the crime
continue to hold high offices in El
Salvador's army."
The !rial, he said, concluded
ideally for the army. The designers of the crime remain in power,
and the conviction enables the
country to portray - at the very
least- a ruse of justice so that it
can continue receiving military
aid from the United States.
The United States sends $3.5
million a month in military aid to
the government for its fight against

the rebel forces of the Farabundo
Manf National LiberatJon FronL
The two forces have entrenched
the country in a civil war for over
a decade, withestimatesof70,000
Salvadorans killed over the past
10 years.
The United States gives the
country an additional S 14 million
a month in foreign aid, but
Bracklcy pointed out that three
quarters of that money goes to the
military. The remaining $3.5
million is then used to repay loans.
The people, Brackley claims,
never see the money.
Moreaccurately,thepeoplesee
the money in the form of state
terror. Over the past decade, the
Salvadoran army has killed thousands of civillians.
Given these circumstances,the
thing that especially disturbs
Brackley is that the Bush administration is supporting a government where "state terror is an essential clement of the anti-insurgency program."

NOW SERVING FOOD

Robert Ruby

e

1991. The Bothmore &Jn

EL-BIREH, West Bank - Along with the other Palestinians of
the city, Bashir Barghouui found it hard at times to distinguish
Monday, which for him wasanimponantannivcrsaryandaholiday,
from any day of the past week.
The sameness was understandable. While it was the founh
anniversary of the Palestinian uprising against Israel, it also was the
ninth consecutive day Israeli soldiers were enforcing a curfew on
El-Bireh.
Since the beginning of the uprising - the "Infjfada"- curfews
have had the same basic rules. Everyone is confined to his house.
Anyone venturing outside risks arresL People can do as they wish
inside, but forget going to their job, going to a store to buy food or
getting a breath of fresh air.
Forget, too, marking the start of the Intifada's fifth year with
much more than private thoughts. The semi-underground Palestinian leadership declared a general strike for the 1.7 million Palestinians in the West Bank and Gaza Strip, as it does on the ninth of each
month.
Soldiers placed El-Bireh and the sister city of Ram allah under
curfew Dec. 2 as punishment for the death of a Jewish settler, shot
as he drove past EI-Bireh the day before. Authorities say more than
150 Palestinians have been arrested for questioning, but none have
been formally charged with the shooting.
Barghoutti, a researcher at a Palestinian th ink-tank in East
Jerusalem, has been stuck in his house. He is not at work and not at
vacation; he is "at curfew," with too much time for playing chess,
playing cards and watching TV.
At work, Barghoutti is part of a team writing position papers for
the Palestinian delegation at the peace talks in Washington. He says
he and many of hiscollca&ucs agree &hat. afiU four years of frequent
strikes and protests, the Intifada may be overdue for change.
"People don't want to sacrifice more,'' he said, warming his
hands over an electric heater on a gusty, wintry day. "We have
learned that we will not beat Israel with weapons or strikes. We've
learned that nobody can win the battle on the ground - not the
Israelis, not us."
Since it began, the uprising has led to hundreds of deaths,
thousands of serious inj uries and tens of thousands of arrests.
According to B 'tselem, an Israeli human rights group, 245
Palestinians have been k illed this year in Intifada-related violence,
145 of them by other Palestinians. The total is the lowest of any of
the uprising's four years.
Those killed by other Palestinians were the victim of a violent
campaign against alleged collaborators, a killing spree that has
often targeted a lleged drug dealers and prostitutes o r camouflaged
the settling of personal scores.
In 199 1 the uprising also has caused the dcathsof24 Israelis, six
of the m soldiers. Since the uprising began in 1987,the total death
toll recorded by B 'tsclem is 1,322 Palestinians a nd 82 Israelis.
Each side has painfully learned the limits of its strength- and
each has had to abandon fantasies that the other could somehow be
made to disappear. Israelis discovered that having a well-equipped
army could not prevent a mass uprising; Paleslinians discovered
that mass demonstrations led to high casualties and f unher a1 ienated
Israelis.
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J CU athletes pedal on behalf of children
Carolyn Sennett
Campus Life Asst Editor

Athletes exercise frequently to
train for the up coming season.
however, on Tuesday, Dec. 10
members of the John Carroll athlctic teams were not training as
they rode a stationary bike in the
Atrium. They were riding for
charity.
TheBikc-A-Thon,coordinatcd
by the Cross County team, had
representatives from every spon
volunteering their time throughout
the day to ride a stationary bike
and collect money for the
Achievement Center for Handicapped Children, formerly The
Society for Crippled Children.
"The girl's cross country team
had a very successful season and
we feel very fortunate," said
Joanna Tomazic, the chairperson

for the Bike-A-Thon and a mem- possess as athletes which can easberofthecrosscountry team. "We ily be taken for granted everyday.
wanted to help children who were It 's like a Bike-A-Thon of
not as lucky. That is why we Thanksgiving."
chose the Achievement Center for
A Bike-A-Thon, Jewett exHand1capped Children specifi- plains, was chosen over a run-acally because the center sponsors Lhon because it was a visible event
Camp Cheerful."
Camp Cheerful serves ch lldrcn
and young adults with phys1cal
and mental disabilities. The Camp
is located at the Cleveland
Metroparks Mill Stream Run
Reservation and is designed to
focus on the individual needs and
abilities, while also providing traditional activities like hiking,
swimming, crafts, horseback
riding and other activit1es.
"The event was organized,"
said Cross Country Coach Grove
Special Notes: During Finals
Jewett.. "in order to show our apWeek (Sunday, Dec. 15 -Friday
preciation of all the talents we
Dec. 20) the cafeteria will be
open for people to study there.
The hours will be 8:30 p.m. 10
3:30 a.m. Access will only be
available from the Dolan side of
will be in addition to the hot food
the cafeteria.
that they take down weekly.
The Recplex will also be open
Thecreditfor theseextra things
for people to study there. The
goes to Marriott Food Services,
Recplex will be open 24 hours
Paul Kantz, Lisa Heckman, the
staning Wednesday, Dec. 11.
Junior Class, and Corey Schaal
for organizing the clothing drive.
Congratulations also to the new
This wiJI be the last trip for
Greek
Council officers:
Meals on Wheels before the
President:
Luis LaCoulfe
Christmas Break.
Alpha Kappa SA
"The Meals on Wheels comVice-Pres: Michael Cardamone
mittee and Project Gold cannot
Phi Beta Phi
thank these people enough for
Secretary:
Jackie Mulrooney
helping us share the holiday spirit.,"
Theta
Kappa
said Bryan Fisher, one of the coordinators of the project. "Meals
on Wheels is trying to make the
holiday season a little happier for
tllose who are less fonunate.

Carroll students help make
the holiday season brighter
Patrick Scullin
Campus Ute Edtor

As snow begins to fall, mistleis hung and Santa packs his
sleigh, our initial response is to
build a fire and snuggle on the
couch.
Well, not everyone has a couch,
flfeplace,orevena house. Forthis
reason, Project Gold's Meals on
Wheels decided to do something
special.
The crew that takes food
downtown every Friday is planning on taking a few extra things
this week. The gifts that will be
taken will be blankets and the
clothes that were collected in the
campuswideclothingdrive. These
toe

in the Atrium.
Each dollar donated kept the.
rider on the bike for an extra
minute. The goal of a thousand
dollars was surpassed with still
over five hours left to collccl
money. The final total raised was

$1,175.
"People's response was great.,"
said Tomazic. "Everyone was
getting into 1t and emptying their
pockets. It's great to sec an idea
snowball into such a great suc·
cess."

Treasurer: Sal Mllcti
lOLa Ph1 Theta

11 p.m.MidnightMassatGcsu.
Immediately following mass
there will be a buffet breakfast
served in the student cafeteria.

Congratulations to D1ane Peck
of Lakewood. Peck is the winne~:
of the Phi Kappa Xi raffle. The
proceeds from the raffle will lx:
donated to the United Way.

Happenings
Dec. 13- Anyone concerned with
the Rugby Mardi Gras Trip is invited to a meeting at 4 p.m. in the
Wolf-n-Pot.
Dec. 12-15 - The depanmcnt of
communications is presenting Cat
on a Hot Tin Roof at 8 p.m. in the
Marinello Little Theatre. This
production IS being sponsored in
connection with the organi.7.ation
Misery Loves Company. Tickets
are $5 and can be reserved by
calling 397-4428.
Dec. 14 - Christmas Carroll Eve
sponsored by the ski club, Ch\
igma Pbi.
bnsunas Music
Specracularat8p.m. inKulas. An
address given by Fr. Lavelle, th~
annual Christmas Tree L1ghting
and Carolling around the Quad at

question of the week :

Dec. l 2 & 13 -Photos with your
favorite Santa. P1cturcs will be
taken wJth different faculty
playing your favorite Santa.
Photos will be S4 each and will
be taken m the Atrium ncar the
St. Francis Chapel. The schedule is as follows:
Thursday
11-11:40 a.m. Dr. Andrew
Welki, depanment of economics and finance.
12-12-40 p.m. Mr. Joe Farrell,
Dean of Students
1-1:40 p.m. Dr. Linda Seward,
department ofcommunications.
Friday
ll-11:40a.m. Mr.John DiCillo,
department of physical
e544444ducation.
1- 1:40 p .m . Rev. Peter
Fennessy, S.J .. Campus Ministry.

Happy
Holidays

"What is # 1 on your wish list
for Christmas?"

MUG NIGHT!!
every

MONDAY
&
THURSDAY

Monica Merella

Latua Wllllg

Don Sweeney

J unior

Junior

Junior

"Decent Grades"

"A kiss from Shirley."

'That everyone would
realize the reason for the
season."
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-- You must bring a mug wlhandles -no plastic cups allowed
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oin us forMonday Night Football
21 & Over Only
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Dan Nagy
Junior
"A red rider B B gun."

Wayne Stein

Helen VanCuyk

J unior

Sophomore

"A grade better than a D."

"Bavarian wool clogs
from L. L. Bean (page
10 4)."
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Problelllatic
XRF lllachine
tests for lead

GETTING THE

Paul Moriarity
Spoctal To The Carroll News

OUT OF CLEVELAND

Lead poisons children
Cleveland area children are susceptible to lead poisoning even though
acceptable levels have been lowered. Lead screening remains the key.
Susan Scha=-u===I--,Spoc,al To The Carrol News

Two-year-old Jessica Mangus can't play in her Lakewood
backyard anymore.
A housing inspector from the City of Lakewood Health
Department found a high level of lead contamination in the soil
which elevated the lead level in her blood Lo 57 micrograms per
deciliter of blood (Jig/d.L), 47 micrograms above the accepted
level. Levels oflead in a child's body should not exceed 10 ll&l
dL, according to the October, 1991, definition oflead poisoning
by the national Centers for Disease Control (CDC).
At age 15 months, her mother took her 10 the Hassler Center
for Family Medicine for a regular pediatric check-up which
included testing for lead.
"It was fonunate we had the lead screening done," said
Sherry Mangus, her mother, because Jessica's blood initially
tested so high. Jessica spent five days in Fairview General
Hospital with an IV needle in her arm for chelation therapy to
remove the lead poisons.
There arc many victims of lead poisoning to keep Jessica
company. In 1990, Cleveland screened 18,305 children for
lead. A ;c•PJ of6'15 children had elevated levels oflead in Lheir
blo<Y.i &.uci 139 children were hospitalized, according to Cleveland Hcall.h Dcparunent'sLcadProgram. MetroHeall.h Medical
Center, Rainbow Babies and Children Hospital, St. Luke's
Hospital, and Mt. Sinai Hospital have all become accustomed
to treating children wil.h lead poisoning.
BJ Jenkins, a 5-year-old East Cleveland boy who enjoys
playing with his monster toys and twin sisters, is anol.her victim
of lead poisoning. His mol.her, Bernadene Jenkins, said she
never saw him eat paint chips or put toys 10 his moul.h but an
April test at Hough-Norwood Clime found BJ's blood/lead
level to be 51 Jlg/d.L.
BJ spent several days at Rainbow Babies and Children
Hospital receiving painful IV treatments of calcium-disodium
EDTA. The EDTA ion binds to the lead 10n in the bloodsiiCarn
and is Lhen flushed out in the urine. The FDA recently approved
the first effective oral medication, Chemet (DMSA), much to
the rehef of Lhe of the young lead-poisoned victims.
Both mothers agreed their children did not like Lhe frequent
needle treatments. Jenkins taught BJ counting games to
distract him during treatment.
Children are particularly suscepuble because their neurological systems are still developmg. Low-levellead exposure
cancauscpoorschoolperformance,impaircdordelayedgrowl.h,
and damaged red blood ·cell production. High level lead
exposure can cause hearing loss, mental retardation, severe

anemia and even death. Young children's hand-to-mouth
activities place them at high risk, according to several heall.h
professionals interviewed.
After two hospital stays and Chemet treatment. Jessica's
lead level dropped to 27 J..Lg/dL. Mangus expressed relief that
the medication was working, but she described the treatment as
long. "It wears her ouL She's only two-years-old and it's hard
on her," Mangus said.
While BJ was hospitalized a Cleveland Health Department
inspector visited his house several Limes and found lead in and
around window sills. His mol.her scraped, cleaned and repainted
the windows before BJ could return home.
Jenkins and her Lhree children stay in her mother's house.
"She paints Lhe house regularly," Jenkins reported. Her other
two children, 3-year-old twin girls, have no sign of lead
elevation. BJ's level has finally dropped to 31 Jlg/d.L after
treatment wil.h ChemeL Chetmet tablets cost approximately
$I 30 for a 19 day treatment.
Heall.h insurance coverage for lead poisoning victims appears to be unpredictable. Her husband's Blue Cross/Blue
Shield Virginia plan initially refused coverage. In Virginia,
children with lead levels of30-55Jlg/dL are not considered 10
be at high enough risk for hospitali?..atic.n. After ~ggressive
lobbying by doctors, BJ's trearnents were covered.
An estimated 3 million children nationwide ~ave lead
poisoning. These children are six times more likely to i1we
reading disabilities and seven times more likely not to f:nish
high school, according lO Dr. Herbcn Needleman of the University of Pittsburgh. Needleman has conducted extensive
research on childhood lead poisoning which shows a connection between low level lead exposure and mental impairment.
Needleman's findings contributed 10 Lhe CDC lowering the
definition of lead poisoning from 25Jlg/d.L to 10 Jlg/d.L. Dr.
Besunder, a medical consultant to Cleveland's Childhood Lead
Poisoning Prevention Program and critical care pediatrician at
MetroHealth Medical Center, is a local lead ex pen who thinks
the lowered level is unrealistic. "Most cities are not going to
have the resources," Besunder said.
Dr. Fred Jorgensen of The Hassler Center for Family
Medicine called the CDC's new lead level position as "long on
information and shon on resources." Because he thinks West
Side doctors "don't see lead as the problem," Jorgensen is
surveymg doctors Lhere on lead awareness.
Bol.h mol.hers consider their children lucky. "She's so
healthy, thank God Lhey found out," said Mangus.
"I just feel Lhat every parent should have the lead level
checked yearly because they could bcjustlikemy son," Jenkins
advised.

It is the responsibility of local governments to test the
lead levels of homes of children who repon above
average levels of lead in !.heir blood. The Cleveland
Heall.h Dcpanment, Cuyahoga County, and the City of
Lakewood use a prioritizing system to test homes of
children Lhat have higher level~ of lead in their blood.
Lead testing is done w1Lh a portable device, the XRF
machine, which measures Lhe level of lead in painton the
walls up to 25 layers Lhick. The XRF machine costs
S 10,000 to S12,000. Local governments in Lhe Cleveland
area use Princeton-Gamma Tech's (PGT) XRF machine.
These machines arc produced and serviced by only one
manufacturer in Lhe U.S. located in Princeton, New
Jersey.
According to several local environmental experts, the
XRF machines are problematic because of repairs. Because of Lhe location of the servicing, there is a two to
three week turn around time.
"There are many times in which we only have access
to two of the four machines we own because the others
are being serviced, but there is so much work for our four
field testers to do, Lhat they arc busy making visual
inspections if a machine is not available," said Shirley
Scon, Lhe City of Cleveland lead program manager.
According to PGT,onereason these machines require
frequent servicing is that the battery must be replaced
every six to nine months. This costs $970.
Besides l.he problems wil.h the XRF machines, !.here
is also concern about Lhe lack of regulations regarding
the users of Lhe machines. Alex Fischberg, a selfdescribed consultant who sells for PGT, said, "Nobody
is qualified to train others on lead testing, except the
manufacturer." Fischberg said he encourages all PGT
users to be trained by PGT.
Wayne Slota, the Cleveland lead program director,
said, "I was trained by the manufacturer in 1973, but
since then we have upgraded machines twice, but they
have not changed that much." Slota is also responsible
for training all new field testers.
According to Ray Robinson, x-ray specialist for the
Ohio Department of HeaJI.h, there is only a handful of
states that require any licensing of testers before purchasing a machine.
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Maximum limits for lead in
painted objects in the home
range from 0.7 to 1.0 millgrams
per square centimeter.
The XRF machines that are used to detect lhe
amoum of lead in paint in homes may
measure lhrough 25 layers of paint with 85%
accuracy. This is necessary for older homes
thai may have COalS of lead free paint over
older coats of lead·bascd Jlalnl.
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Gina Rich
Jodie Salchak
SpecioiTolheCorroiiNews
Lead is currently one of the most
serious and preventable health hazard facing the United States and iLS
children. One of every six children,
age fiveoryounger, is suffering from
let~d poisoning, estimate national
m:.:dicalexperLS. Cleveland 1sranked
thud among major cities in the
n ~mber of lead poisoned children.
O•er 65 percent of Cleveland's
poorest neighborhoods show high
rates of childhood lead poisoning,
according to Environmental Health
Watch and the city of Cleveland's
Lead Prevention Program.
While lead serves no purpose in
the human body ,for centuries it was
used to make colors brighter and
more lasting in pottery, prinung 10k
and solder in pots. National medical
experLS in the 1920's were aware of
the dangers of lead but 1t has only
been in the last 25 years that such
emphasis has been put on its hazards.

Lea d Ill
• paint
• dangerous

In America's housing boom of
the last 60 years, lead has made
several paint manufacturers richer
as the house paint marlcet nourished
and prospered.
"These [paint manufacturers)
knew they had to warn [the public)
about the dangers of lead but instead
they sold it and lobbied against not
usingit,"saidMiaBuchwald,health
educator from Environmental Health
Watch.
According to the Centerfor Discase Control's (CDC) Childhood
Lead Poisoning booklet, an act in
1971 "authorized Federal financial
assistance to help communities devclop and carry out detection, treatmcnt and abatement programs for
childhood lead poisoning." This
grant enabled the Cleveland Health
Department to establish their
ChildhoodLeadPreventionProgram
that same year.

One of the largcstthreaLS of lead
is dust from lead-based paint; the
greatest nsk of lead poisoning is to
children under the age of five as they
roam the house. Although a 1978
law to ban lead in residential paint
was passed, the threat to ch1ldrcn
remains. Lead-based paint and the
dust it produces lurks around windowledgcsandfallsfromcracksand
crevasses in the home.
"Lead-based painLS on residcntial housing constitutes the major
public health ha1.ard due to lead in
the United States today," said Dr. J.
Juhan Ch1sholm, M.D. at a recent
lead poisontng conference.
Seven companies arc currently
engaged tn a battle of corporate
responsibilty and accountablity of
the lead problem. The City of
Philadelphia and the Philadelphia
Hous10g Authority 1mpllcated, according to coun documcnLS, that NL

Industries Inc., Eagle-Picher Inc.,
Atlantic Richfield Company.
Sherwin- Williams Company.
Glidden Company, and SCM Corporation and the Lead Industries
Association.
Thechargesincluded, "negligent
product design; negligent failure to
warn; strict product liabilty; breach
of warranties; fraud and misrcpresentation; and, intentional tort." Two
of these companies, Glidden and
Sherwin-Williams, arc based here 10
Cleveland.
"We are currently involved in
litigation regarding lead 10 paint and
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therefore I'm just not at libeny to
d1scuss those top1cs at this time,"
satdBarbaraHcnniss,aninduslrial
hygc-n1st from Shcrwin-WiU1arns.
"(Thccasc) •savery complicated
thing. his somewhatdonnant right
now. It's up to the plaintiffs to
pursue the case; but it is suit a legitimatecasc," said RichardJarnbor,
a Gltdden lawyer.
According to Anhur Bryanl,
ExccutivcDircctorforTrialLawyers
for Publtc Jusucc (1LPJ) and coaltorncy for the City of Philadelphia, "It's the manufacturers who
arc responsible for the lead in our
cities' buildings and children's
minds. It's tile manufacturer's who
should be responsible for getting
the lead out."

Who's at risk?
GLENNVILLE-HOUGH

Process, costs of lead removal
pose serious problems
TraciAmold
Margie Daniels
Gina Ric h
·Special To The Carroll News
Cleveland and surrounding
Cuyahoga County are a mosaic of
low-income urban dwellings and
wealthy suburban housing. Yet, the
great equalizer is lead, found in decades-old paint left by previous
generations on walls, ceilings and
baseboards.
Experts estimate the Greater
Cleveland area ranks as the nation's
third worst in leaving a legacy of
lead poisoning of area children.
According to local Environmental
Health Watch (EHW), over 65 percent of low-income children living
in Cleveland's poorest neighborhoods are likely to have lead poisoning. A neighborhood survey in
thc Glenville-Hough area of Cleveland found elevated lead levels in 86
percent of the 310 children tested,
said Mia Buchwald, environmental
health educator.
Moreover, City Health Department lead program manager. Shirley
S;ou, said phone calls from conClrned parents in Cleveland's ritzy
"Gold Coast" show lead is no longer
c<..nsidered only an inner-city urban
problem.
According to numerous sources
interviewed, getting the lead out of
Cleveland has become a complex
bureaucratic and legal problem. Said
one environmental specialist, governmental guidelines for lead removal, or abatement, arc "sound,"
bul have "no clout, no penalties."
The lack of comprehensive or

consistemgovernmentregulation on
local, state or national levels has
resulted in a patchwork approach to
removing lead from Cleveland's
children. For example, Buchwald
said there are no procedures to certify people for lead abatement and
that there is "no real safe process for
abatement," a process that can cost a
homeowner $2,500 to 54,000 (Sl
per square foot}.
In 1990 EHW has published
general guidelines for interior lead
paint abatement, warning homeowners that lead hazards of "do-ityourself' removal methods can hann
children.
The cost of lead abatement for
low-income renters could be decided
in Cleveland's municipal court. The
City Health Department is to refer
tenants whose children have been
hospitalized for lead poisoning to
the Housing Court.
Randy Cunningham, a Housing
Court specialist, says lhe court orders
landlords found guilty of negligence
to pay for lead removal.
Cunningham said that the court's
activity with regards to lead poisoning, in conjunction with the
Health Department , currently
amounts to one case. The lack of
lead litigation in response to the
growing number of childhood lead
po1son10gcases in lhearea is because
"the legal process has problems" and
"environmental ignorance" persists
among low-income renters, he said.
Buchwald also said that public
awareness of lead hazards is a
problem.
Legal problems and ignorance
concerning lead abatement could be

addressed with a control strategy,
including screening children, identifying lead sources and processes of
removal.
The cfforLs o f Cleveland' s city
and Cuyahoga County health departments span 34 municipalities and
22 villages. including Pepper Pike
and Panna Heights.
Cuyahoga County has a fiXed
clinic in Panna and has begun two
others, located on lhe West and East
sides.
According to Martin Baier, director of the county lead program,
delays in federal funding has hindered the mobile clinics and the
program, overall. The County's
application for a $73,500 gram was
postponed until Spring 1992.
"The county lead program is in a
tough predicament- for now we're
just dealing with it," said Baier.
The Cleveland Health Department has 32 fixed sites from which
children's blood samples are collected and screened for lead. Recently, the city lead program has
hired a health educator responsible
for public awareness.
According to Richard Bunner,the
director of the Ohio Department of
Health lead project, the C leveland
program IS funded by a $286,000
federal and S 159,000 state grants
from the Center for Disease Control
and the Division of Maternal and
Child Health, respectively.
According to Scott. getting the
lead out of C leveland has been a
gradual 20 year expanding program.
"''ve been running around [spreading lead awareness). trying to get
people to listen," she said.

of 310 children tested in
Glennville-Hougll had elevated
levels of lead in their blood.

Area labs test for lead
Michael Oko
Special To The Carroll News
Local health experLS agree that the best attack on the staggering level
of children with lead poison10g 1s a comprehensive task force.
"Lead poisoning is a preventable children's disease. There's an
urgent need for resources and manpower to fight against this most
common and devastating disease," said Wayne Slota, director of the
City of C leveland Health Department's Lead Prevention Program.
City officials will join local doctors, health technicians and environmental health experLS in "developing su-ategics toward increasing in
blood screening, the education of parents, monitoring of medical treatmentand house inspection on the mostly affected lead poisoning zones,"
said Slota.
Given the Cleveland-area preponderance of older, urban housing,
lead-based paint has been found in neighborhoods of all social and
economic persuasions. One unifying factor in identifying and treating
children at risk is the testing at 32 sites, ranging from pediatricians,
clinics and health centers. The blood samples are then evaluated at the
city-owned McCafferty Health Center.
Other major blood sampling laboratories in the Cleveland area
include Metro Labs, Smith-Kline Clinical Laboratories and Southgate
Medical Labs Inc. These laboratories arc to be operating under national
guidelines from the Centers for D1sea.se Control (CDC).
"There is no state regulation in existence to my knowledge under
which private laboratories should operate," said Slota.
Prices for blood testing at labs range from a sliding scale of a person's
ability to pay to S50 per sample. Local testing laboratories should work
together in reducing lead in children •s blood through "sharing infonnation
on resources, talenLS and technologies," said Dr. Ralph Johnson, of
Meridian Hospital.
Johnson said that a top task force prio.rity should be to "concentrate
on massive blood screening whereby lead testing for kids under the age
of six years should be mandatory."
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Tennessee Williams' genius comes to JCU
Mike Thomas
Entertainment Editor

The Marinello Little Theatre is, with its
livingroomesque ambience, perhaps the
single most appropriate place on John
Carroll's campus to view such a poignant
drama as Tennessee Williams' Caton allot
TmRoof
Beginning last Thursday, th1s mid-20th
century play directed byJamesEaly, began
a run that continues tonight through Sunday
at JCU.
Akin 10 other Williams dramas, this one
explores the dark side of human existence:
the lies that perpetuate falsehood and the
suprcssed emotJons that emerge to take
arms against this sea of 1llusion.
The play on a whole was well-performed,
but the flrstact begansomewhatawkwardly.
Interaction between characters seemed
feigned, and southern accents detracted
somewhat from the focus of the scene.
Although it was obvious that WiJiiams
intended emotional friction in this scene.
the interplay lacked any real energy early in
the drama
Nevertheless, as the play progressed,
interactions became smooth and the feeling
that "this is really happemng" set in and
remaineduntil curtain call.
The story takes place in a room of a
plantation home on the Mississippi Delta
over the course of one very long summer
evening. Brick (Bruce Dunn), the eldest
son of the wealthy owner of the plantation,

..
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Monica Berens and Bob Snider star In a scene from Cat on a Hot Tin
Roof in JCU's Marinello Little Theatre.
·phoc<> by

and his estranged wife Maggie (Michelle
Meers) occupy this bedroom/public forum
in which the roots of an unhappy relationship take hold.
Brick is a former professional athlete
whose best friend has recently died, caus·
ing him to drink heavily. As a result of this
tragedy he has withdrawn himself from
every social aspect of life, including his
wife and family, whotrydesperatelytopull
him from his depression.
Instead of making love to his wife, he
makeslovetothebottle,frequentlypouring.
glass upon glass of whiskey until he "hears

that click" that makes him tranquil and
lucid.
Throughout this ordeal, Maggie is "consumed with envy and eaten up with grief,"
because she knows it is her painful duty 10
remain with Brick; at the same time, she is
tempted to flee. In her own words, she
"feels like a cat on a hot tin roof."
Midway through the second of this three
act drama enters Big Daddy. The esteemed
and extremely wealthy owner of "28,000
acres of the finest land this side of the
delta," he retains a backwoods mentality
about life. In thelast act, he learns he is

Barber of Seville is razors arp
Anton Zuiker
Editor..Jn.Chlef
The lights went down, and the
orchestra began the introductory
overture. Then the curtain went
up and the opera began.
The Barber of Seville began at
dawn, with Count Almav1va
standmg ouLc;ide of the beautiful
Rosina'sresidcnce. From the back
of the theatre, down the rows of
seats, crept the town orchestra
comically trying to keep quiet
Onstagc they gathered to play so
that the enraptured Almaviva
could serenade Rosina.
Dropping cymbals and hiding
behind bushes, the orchestra and

Almaviva brought laughs to the
Cleveland Playhouse State The·
atre as the stage brightened 10 the
Seville day.
The Cleveland Opera production of the famous and popular
opera by Gioacchino Rossini was
a masterpiece in itself.
Goingintothctheatrc,my only
exposure 10 opera was that romantic scene from Pretty Woman. I
didn't know what to expect other
than people on stage singing in a
foreign language. I didn't expect
tosmileand laugh as much as I did
during The Barber of Seville. I
didn't expect the excellent acting
or the intricate and realistic set.
The three act opera had love,

dying of cancer and wants a grandson from
Maggie and Brick before he dies and passes
on his "kingdom."
"Hold on to your life," he tells his son
Brick in a rare moment of father-son communicauon. "There ain't nothin' else 10
hold on 10."
In addition to these characters, there arc
other members of the family including Big
Mama (Virginia Jones) and Brick's brother
Goopcr (Charles Harger) who are so
wrapped up in illusion that they are living
lies.
Big Marna is w.appcd in a 40 year relationship w1Lh a man (Big Daddy) for whom
she cares deeply; however, she is unaware
that he is disgusted with her. In this light,
itis;ntcresting to note the similarity between
this relationship and that of Brick and
Maggie. Both have turned stagnant in the
eyes of the men, while the women try
desparatcly to maintain the bond that exists
between them.
"Mendacity is the world we live in,"
says Brick. "Liquor's one way out. death' s
the other."
Overall, each character provided the
audience with a differentangleoflife. From
Maggie's morosity and self-condemnation
IOBrick'sdcprcssionandBigDaddy'scarpe
diem grasp of the world, the play comes full
circle.
In the end, no complete resolutions arc
outwardly apparent, but it becomes obvious that the characters are somewhat at
peace with each other, and, most imj;or·
tantly, with themselves.

intrigue, d1sguise and comedy.
Thankfully, the Cleveland Opera
provided English subtitles for this
Italian-language opera. With this,
the semantic duel between a disguised and drunk Almaviva and
Rosina's ward, Dr. Bartolo, is
comprehendablc. Almaviva,
playing on Bartolo's name, calls
him Buffalo and Barbaric, making
Bartolo the comic fool.
And of course, the hero of the
night was the barber, Figaro. Superself-confidentand respons ible
for the happy Almaviva and
Rosina, he leads the cast in the
comedic and romantic antics.
The opera, if I forgot to tell
you, was a wonderful time.

Mayfield & Warrensville
LATE Mon-Thurs 'til 2 om

50~

FREE 6"
1 MEATBALL•
SUB '• II LOGANBERRY II SUBI• II

I OFF I ~~~=;~) : 160?~!~6" : $1.69 :.
;JIIl;fi
;JIJl;Vi
;Ji}l;rj
;JIIJ;rj
._--··___·;.-..-__.;-....,.,.__. .........-- --........ ..-....-- -- ......-· ...............-.......;-............ ....... ..... .;""'.;."'; -;.-.;I Any footlong sub I & a 22oz drink I meatball sub...chips
1 ~11)
1 ~111
I ~111
I Mayfield & Warrensv111el Moytteld & Warrensv~le I Mayfield & Warrensville
1
381-2424
I ~ 381·2424
... 381-2424
,...
....
.... ....

.

I Umited time only I
I ~jl)
1
I Moytleld & Warrensville 1
I .........381-2424
I
_

- -

.

Erie Mills and David Evitts In Cleveland Opera's
Production of The Barber of Seville.
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Lynn lives by his philosophy of doing what ()De loves
Meghan Gourley
Profiles Writer
The line was long to see him,
being that he is such a popular
guy. His office was filled with
students and despite all the technical jargon, a passerby could hear,
" ...but did you have fun doing
it?!"
Having fun is a way of life for
Dr. Marc Lynn, assistant professor of information systems in the
management and marketing department
"I feel guilty because I have so
much fun doing my job," said
Lynn.
A native of Cleveland, Lynn
attended school in Chicago, San
Antonio, and Bowling Green prior
to earning his doctorate at Cleveland State University.
With a Ph.D. in regulatory biology, he is trained to be a medical researcher. He developed
computer systems for his own use
during medical school and became interested in a career in
computers.
He worked as a staffscientist at
the Cleveland Qinic developing
computer systems for medical
research. He also performed outside consulting for business appticatiorrr and research, and development interest in business
relations.
Uoon leavinR the Cleveland

and she hopes to go to law school
someday.
Lynn shares a love for music
with his daughter. He plays the
guitar for the JCU jazz band when
needed, and is a trombone player
in the concert band.
"He's really down-to-earth and
fun to have in the band," said
Maria Thomas, Lynn's fellow band
member.
"He takes his music seriously
and always comes to practice despite his busy schedule," said
Thomas.
Music is not the only thing
Lynn and his daughter love. It
was due to her influence that he
bought a 1941 Packard.
He bought the car eight years
ago when he became tired of his
new SIS,OOO car, which did not
-pboco by 8tmdJo Saailla
give
him the quality he had exDr. M arc Lynn describes himselfas 'a young man with old hair.'
pected.
Clinic, Lynn developed informa- Information Systems for the
"I was driving with my daughtion systems for business.
MBA program, and Expert Sys- ter down Green Road when she
Finally,gettingacaJl from John tems in Artificial Intelligence. He spotted the Packard and asked to
Carroll to teach a summer class, is also currently consulting for stop to look at it," recalls Lynn.
he realized how he loved to teach systems development in small
Although the car was not for
and enjoyed the university. Hired businesses.
sale, the owner offered to sell it,
to teach more classes the followDr. Lynn is not the only Lynn gave Lynn a ride in it and let him
ing fall , Lynn then took on a per- here at Carroll; his daughter, drive it. His daughter loved the
manent teaching position at Car- Robin, is currently a sophomore car and Lynn was impressed with
roll five years ago.
"I needed to get out of the real
world," Lynn said; ..And now t •m
praying for tenure."
Lynn teaches Introduction to
Microcomputin~. Management

NOW OPEN!!
at Cedar Center
10% JCU Student Discount

its quality.
"Two hours later, I bought it,"
said Lynn, who drives the car evc:ryday. It is all-original.
"I like old, high-quality items
built well which prove themselves
over time," explained Lynn. "The
same goes for my [musical] instruments."
With finals approaching, it is
no wonder that this office is
swamped with eager students,
looking for help.
His wordsaresimpleand wise:
"Dosomethingthatyou enjoy.
Pick a major that you like. If you
(~njoy something, you'll do it well
(~nough to make a living at it," said
Lynn.
And with so much emphasis
placed on grades as the semester is
coming to an end, Lynn explains
what it means to have truly gotten
the most out of a class.
"A grade is meaningless if you
leamednothing,"saidLynn. "You
don'tneed the feedback of an A to
tell you that you learned som~
thing. If you understand it, you
will be sure of that regardless of
lhe grade."
"Above all, have fun doing
it!"said Lynn.

wllllngn~9ss

Needed:

Men of dedication, spirit. and a
for others.

to give themselves

In Return:

Share in the joy and happiness of community life. Receive the
satisfaction of knowing you are spreading Christ's redeeming
love.

Founded in 1218 by Saint Peter Nolasco for the redemption of Christian captives, the Mercedarian
friars have, for over seven centuries, sacrificed their own lives to help those in danger of losing
their faith. Captivity is not a thing of the past, being presently rooted in sin, veiled within society,
and our habits in life.
In the spirit of our founder we live our mission, "free to free others" by witnessing the redemptive
message of Jesus; to give our life as a ransom for the many. We actively carry out this mission
through parochial, campus and educational ministries, prison and Jtealthcare chaplaincies and
mission evangelization.

The INVITAnON Is given:

Come, be a redeemer with the Redeemer.

Our CHALLENGE to you:

Come share In our prayer, our brotherhood. our
liberating ministry.

Your RESPONSE:

Serve Jesus Christ in freedom with redemptive love
for his people.

For information call or write:

'til 4 am Fri. & Sat.

321-6000

LINDSEY'S SUBS
Cedar Center • Between Pier 1 & Revco

-

VOCATION OFFICE

Order of Our Lady of Mercy
6398 Drexel Road
Phi/adelphill, PA 19151-2596
225- 877-4858

-.

.
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JOHN&CAROL

ACROSS
1

5
10
14
1S
16
17
18

....

_

68 Undenww:llng words
69 Stop
60 • Good

lik-

81

SDod~

o.svov

ACIUIII
"God ANI.w.cn

211 '0/~--·
~tur

37 HotM
38 Ms. Hall

WWIIIheltet

40 MedicinAl plants

Cartype

Cartary -o
Or-o _ _: Blcydltl
Htclde

4S Buzz
47l"'50 PuttariV parlor 1
51 Yale tludenl

·a

t~Jhovtt

S2 Folowl "DDS":H8nd-

lcaPI*I

DOWN
I

High~

2 Sub aandwlc:h
3 • Silltl" - - -·
4 Hot lfrN In l'lllM
5 ' Uri 1M-~·
e Tlnken 10
10

o.nc.

____ •

40 AMide
41 Wotd ~ traa.r Otfor·

mol
43 Agotavat•
.... Becalmed
4(1

Della_

47
<18
48
50
52

OneOitwo

Get up
~endlngt

Twolold
Stralgtl rr:w

53 WI!Iam_~

55 'till muter~ 'll)lar"
5e W1nter mo.
57 8nk. money order~

7 To be cMIIc:Jerc
I Big conwnodon
II Clave
Log

1 2 - - Pip«

13 rciOiiii poellona
Ill Natlvt ol Cloella
21 IOclcl the buei<IC
24 Dry
2:5 FOtNI lnhlbi!IIIIJ
2e Pay allortlon

S-Attl~
~m\~£

~~s v..~

10 Tetlen
II

36 Select'Abbr
36 Placed

54

w.,.....,..... •

e3 Pttet Pan't plrale

33 All G1111le _ _
34 'Lily Do.... His

41
42
44
45

Elloc-=-

TERESA TUJAKA

38 Short note

"H-SII/JWcSu_·
'Lt>clwl Do.... ~

20 Old_
21 Olm
22 Dome & Rex
23 HMdl QPIIC)SU
2:5Godolthundet
27 Scotched

~

57 Bodypert
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iO'IL-It~\.

"All That Glitters"

27 Slore bargalna
2J M.- ol lo'lt poelly •

211 8011 _ _

30

·o c-v1..11
=r-

31 Mu• m.loalhor aoatn
32 Alrbn llllelope
J.t Cache
37
Slilheted

Real estate for sale-upper University
Heights by owner. 2443 Milton Ad
Spacious 4 bdrm. 2.5 bath coloma!,
extra-large bedroom, screened porch,
family & breakfast room. f1mshed rec
room , air & security, close to
transportation & Gesu. Move in
condition For Appt. call 382·5388

RAISING
For your fraternity,
sorority, team or other
campus organization.
AISOlUfii.T NO
INVISJMINT IIQUIIIDI
CALl1 ·800·950·8472, ext. 50
FREf TRAVEL, C ASH , AND
EXCELLENT
BUS INESS
EXPERIENCE!! Opentngs ava1lable
for tnOVtduals or studentorgamzatlons
to promote the country's's most
successful SPRING BREAK tours
Call Inter-Campus Programs 1-800
327-6013

ZENITH XT - 100% IBM compatible,
Tons of software, 20 meg harddrive,
Never sick day in its ltfe - 4.5 yrs old
Must sell. $450. Russ 248-1110
Fundraiser: We're looking for a
fraternity, sororo tiy or student
organ1zation that would like to make
$500-$1500 for a one week makettng
proJect on campus. Must be organized
and hard-working. Call Betsy or Mary
Beth at 1· 800-592· 2121

FEEBLE MIND

MARK RAKOCY

... c:ontlnu.df rom lcuc -ek.
I finished my piUA'l and I wa'l full.
Now back to !ltudylng to st.oy In school.
With n o more cxcusc:'i I have to k:am
which gas..c:s do or do not bum.

Apartment for rent Feb. 1 or ASAP 1n
coventry 3bedroomhead,and water
1ncluded 2 living rooms, 1 parking
space $565 month+ securitydepos1t
932-8364 for info

HOLIDAY CASH
• $8.25 base pay
• flex1ble schedule
• fuiVpart-time available
• no telemarketing
• apply now and work over break
• may continue in 1992
• west side office
Professional astrolog1cal repor ts
call331-2252, 12-5 M-F
basedonyourb1rth data Reasonably
priced Easy to order. CollogeStars
ALL STUDENTS GOOD LUCK ON
216-321·5500.
FINALS AND ENJOY YOUR BREAK

FREE SPRING BREAK TRIPS to
students or student orgamzat1ons
promotmg our Spnng Break
Packages Good pay & fun . Call CMI
1· 800-423 5264

SEE YOU NEXT SEMESTER CN

special chrismuu have you heard thl• one?

0\Jt.. 10oJU~T RAn'
.SURE }4A,~ D'Ro PP£'0
EV£~ !.'l:.NC.E' "f"HA,T

r"'~~~·~r i~-

Soon I knew It wa-. lime for bed.
The ttck of the clock throbbed In my head.
I laid my body down to rest.
Orcadtr~g abOut the up and coming test.
I closed my eyes and tried to sleep.
But all of the sudden. l~>tarted to weep.
It was a quick nap I wanted to t ake.

But my alarm didn't~ orr. Oh. what a mtstakc:l
It was 7 In the mom. and I was tn LToublc
I'd better star studying. and on the double!

Then there was no more ttme to cram.
It's II o'clock. time for my exam
But then II happened. someone smiled at me,
All of the answers came so easily.
The exam was over. I think It was accr:l.
A @.'eat big smile spread all avec· my face.
AriO now rcnn say wuh a genulne cheer.
"Mcny Chrtstmru~ to all, and Happy New Year!'
- Jayne Cella

a: Cric ket Scheurer
! r'""" lhc CNOn iu ~~am
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Men cagers
drop two
games to
OAC foes
Dan Stecz
Sports Writer

The John Carroll men's basketball team suffered two conference losses on the road last week
to bring their record to 3-2 (0-2 in
OAC).
Thefrrstlossofthescasoncame
last Wednesday. when the team
traveled to Muskingum and lost
62-52.
Senior Mike Toth was the high
scorer for the Streaks with 16
points, as well as the high
rebounder with 10. Sophomore
guard John Bufford also added 15
points.
On Saturday the Blue Streaks
traveled to Marietta, where the
Pioneers dealt the Streaks their
second loss of the season.
In the 90-81 loss. Bufford recorded 25 points for the Streaks,
while freshman forward Shannon
Vickers led the team with seven
rebounds.
"I am unhappy with the two
losses, we didn't play that poorly.
and I am very happy with the

SPORTS
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John
Record: 1-2
JCU's Current Rank: Fifth in NCAA III
Results of 1990 Invitational: John Carroll placed second be
hind West Liberty State Col1ege (W. V.) by 14 points.
JCU Wrestlers' Recent History at ONU Invitational:
118lbs.- Lamar Saxton (5-2) won title at126lbs. in 1989.
126lbs.- Walt Karrenbauer (4-3) finished third in 1990.
1.34 lbs. - David Buckiso (5-3) captured a title last year.
150 lbs. -Mike Gillmor (3-2) finished first in 1990.
158 lbs. - Chris Connelly (2-3) placed fifth last year.
167 lbs.- Judd Smith (0-0) was runner-up in 1990.
190 lbs. -Tim Bane (4-2-l) finished third at 177 lbs. in 1990.
HVY
-Dan Single (0-4) placed second last year.
Other to Watch at ONU: Dale Kaprosy (3-2) at167lbs., Corey
Bowser (4-3) atl77lbs.• and Kevin Reed (0-1-1) at 142lbs.
JCU Head Coach Kerry Volkman Speaks: "This is an excellentopportunity to give some of our younger kids a chance to get into
tournament competition. With the format as it is set up, it offers
some of second- and third-team kids the chance to score points for
us. and to get valuable time in, should one of our starters go down."
The Invitational: At ONU's King Horn Center, Friday beginning at4:30 p.m. and starting again Saturday at 9:30a.m.
-iled by BromanM. Lafferty

Women's basketball
pounds B-W, 81-65
lana Durban
Sports Writer

The John Carroll University
women's basketball team defeated

record was held by Katie Porter
who had 12 assists in a game in
1987.
"I just got into the Oow of the

Carroll s~Nims to
second place
fini~sh
Jim Cahill
Sports Writer

Lifting weights in the morning, swimming in the evenings
threedaysa weck,andswimmimg
two other days sound like hard
work. But to the John Carroll
swim teams it is worth the effort.
The teams traveled to Lexington, Kentucky on Dec. 7 and 8,
and both finished in second place

behind host Transylvania University.
"We had fun because we arc a
unified group, and we are not split
into a men's and women's team,"
said junior Bonnie MacDougall.
"A lotoftearnsaresurpriscdatour
unity. and how we pull for each
other and spend time with each
other."
Along with Transylvania, the
Streaks swam against Union
(Kentucky), Union (Tennessee),

&eam's,attituOO-se-faF,~wa-ri-v~win-Wal!aee

game," said~htmtiked

lJniYe-C$ity-of--Ftftdht ,

coach Tim Baab. "Our team is
playing extremely hard. but we
haven't developed a chemistry
yet."
After playing five games on
the season, the Blue Streaks have
several members that are standouts in the conference,
Bufford is 4th in the OAC in
scoring, with a total of 96 points,
and an average of 19.2 per game.
Third in the conference for rebounding is Toth, who has recorded 47, giving him an average
of9.4pergame.SeniorguardBrian
Delap is shooting .500 from field
goal range, placing him 4th in the
conference.
"I'mnotafraidtoplayanybody
with this team," said Baab. "If we
can crank it on we can be a good
team. We really need to play with
more consistency."
The Streaks faced rival
Baldwin-WallaceCollege
Wednesday night in their home
opener.
The Streaks conclude their
week with an appearance in the
Wabash Tournament CompetiLion includes Knox College,lndiana University-Kokomo, and
Wabash.

about her outstanding performance. "I started to concentrate
more after halftime, and everything else seemed to snowball."
Arrowsmith was the game's
leading scorer with 23 points,
which was also a season high for
her. In addition, she had eight
rebounds, one block and three
steals. A usual starter, Arrowsmith
came off the bench against B-W,
which she felt helped her level of
intensity.
JCU, 7-1 (2-0 in the OAC),
prepares to play Muskingum Col.
lege(5-l) on Saturday.

bellville College, and University
of the South.
"We were not sure of the
competition going into the meet,
but we wanted to give
Transylvania a run for their
money," said sophomore Marcy
Mulbarger.
Some of the top performers for
the women were Mulbargcr,
freshman Marlo Kloba, MacDougall, and junior Jenn Pettit who
teamed up to capture first place in
the 200 yard medley. In the 400
yard medley
Mulbarger,
MacDougall, junior Julie Boric,

~11J:ll,ll;Vi
Mayfield & Warrensville

381·2424

81-65 on Tuesday.
"The key was that we didn't
panic even though we were down
15," said Coach Roxanne Allen.
"We were patient and kept our
composure, which made the difference."
The Streaks were outplayed
early. not scoring their first points
until two and a half minutes into
the game and committing 10 flfSt
half turnovers.
JCU tied the game 38-38 with
: 121eft in the half, after a blocked
shot by junior Beth Arrowsmith
and two quick baskets by junior
Sheri Skcdel.
The second half saw the determined Streaks outscore B-W
35-15 in the last 14:38, holding
junior Erin Fitzgerald, who had
scored 20 frrst half points, to only
three points in the final period.
TheStreakstooktheirfirstlead
in thegameat45-44, with 16:30
leftinthesecondhalfonSheehan's
fourth 3-point basket JCU took
the lead for good on a layup by
Skedel with 13:45left, which made
the score 52-50.
"We knew we could beat them,
and at halftime, after tying the
game we got our heads together
and played to our potential in the
second half," said Sheehan, who
had a season high 19 points and 9
rebounds.
Sophomore Michelle Bielozer
broke a school record for assists in
one game with I 3. The previous

Tonight

;jj:lffl

and freshman Ashley Maurer took
second place.
Mulbarger, Maurer, and
sophomore Lisa Lombardi did
exceptionally well in their events.
Lombardi took top honors in the
one and three meter springboard
competition. Mulbarger placed
flfSt in the 200 breast-stroke. and
Maurer took first in the 200 and
500 free and a second in 1650 free.
"I'm happy with what I 'vc been
doing so far," said Maurer when
asked about her own performance.
"But there is room for improvemcnt"
The men also performed well
for this early in the season. Joe
Turi continued to perform well
by finishing flfSt in the 100
breast-stroke and, at the same time,
setting a pool record. He is now
only a few tenths ofa second away
from going to the Nationals.
"We arc well ahead ofourscl vcs
at this point compared to last year...
said Coach Matt Lenhart when
asked about the team's pcrfor-

...

manee. "'Fhe freshmen and trans- - - - -

fers have really helped us out."
Jim Petkunas and David O'Dell
finished second and fifth, and
second and third in the 100 and
200 Oy, respectively. The divers
turned in a spectacular perfomance
as well, withseniorBrianO'Maille
taking first in the three meter
springboard and sophomore Scan
Flaherty winning the one meter
springboard competition.
"The (OAC) season starts after
our Florida training trip," said
O'Dell. "The workouts will become tougher and the intensity
will increase."

lOpm-~~am

The Eddie~i
Catch Monday Night Football on our

HUGE 8 ft. TV SCREEN
and enjoy FREE subs from Subway

...
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IBM can help you
through son1e serious
relationships.

..

Give clear visual
impact to complex subjects
u·ith an IBM Personal System.

With preloadf'd software like
Microsoft® Excel"' 3.0, even
spreadsheets arf' a breeze.

..

Creating professionallooking charts and graphs
has never been easier.

Wh<'th<>r you'r<> simplifying a complex idea, or explaining
the com plcxitics of what seem::. sim pie, an IBM Personal System**
is a must. IBM offers a range of PS/2~ and PS/1 ~ modeL
to choose from, all with preloadcd software a nd more-specia l
student prict'S and affordable loan payments.t Bu~ no~ and
~ou'lJ get a special Bonus Packtt worth
over $1.000 in savings on air traveL
phone calls, software and more. And
who couldn't rdate to that'~\ isit
your campus outlet to fi nd out how
to make an IBM Persona l System
An IBM Penwnal System
can change the way you live.

click for you.

To learn about the 40-63°/o savings on IBM PS/2's,
Call the collegiate representative office at 371-7575.

------------._
----_
_..._
- ------ - . . -

-

\!_

"Microsoft Excel1s the AcademiC Ed1t1on. ""Th1s offer ISava,labtc to nonprofit htghcr education Institutions. the1r students. faculty and staff. as well as to nonprol1t K 12
1nSt1tut1ons. the1r faculty and staff These IBM Selected AcademiC Solutions arc awutablc through partiCipating campus outlets. IBM Authonted PC Dealers cerhhed
to rcmarket Selected AcademiC Solutions or IBM 1 800 222 7257 Orders arc sub(f'ct to ava,tab1hty and IBM may Withdraw the oiler at any tune w1thout notice
'PS/2 Loan tor Learn1ng lets you borrow $1.500 - $8.000 11 The Bonus Pack exp~rcs Occcmbcr 31, t991 Th1s output was created on an IBM PS/2 AcademK· Solution
us1ng ChckArt and Modern Art chpart software (not preloaded) IBM and PS/2 arc rC~JIStcred trademarks and PS/1 1s a tr<o~demark ot International Bus1ncss
Mach1nes Corporation M1crosoft IS a reg1stered trademark ol M1crosoft CorporatiOn (c) t99t IBM Corp

